Resources for Active Classrooms
There are many resources for Active Classrooms online, in print and on video. The following
resources are meant to start the implementation of Active Classrooms and to allow you to start
finding the resources that work best in your classroom.

JAM- “Just a Minute” School Program
JAM is a program that brings physical activity and health education into the classroom. The JAM
School Program consists of weekly JAMmin’ Minute routines, a JAM Blast routine with a
professional athlete, a monthly newsletter with healthy tips for the classroom and access to the
JAM Library of resources. A JAMmin’ minute routine is made up of 5 movements for a 10 count
each. These will take only about a minute to do in the classroom. See example below. The JAM
Library is where teachers can access a variety of routines and videos that have already been
created and tested out in the classroom.

To receive weekly JAMmin’ Minutes, JAM Blasts, Health-E-Tips Newsletter and have unlimited
access to the JAM Library, sign up at www.jamschoolprogram.com.
For videos that lead the classroom in a JAMmin’ minute, search YouTube.com for JAMmin’
minute.

Fuel Up to Play 60 Playbook
Fuel Up to Play 60 is a program founded by the National Dairy Council and the NFL, in
collaboration with the USDA, which empowers students to make small, healthy changes at
school. Schools and students can get involved with Fuel Up to Play 60 and be eligible for
rewards. Schools may also apply for funding for certain nutrition and physical activity
programs. The site offers several opportunities for schools, teachers, students and supporters
to get involved in creating healthier school environments.
The Fuel Up to Play 60 Playbook is just a piece of what this program has to offer. The Playbook
is divided into a nutrition section and a physical activity section. The physical activity section of
the playbook includes dance-related activities, an afterschool dance-related program, in-class
activity breaks, creating a quality physical education program and a walking program. Below
are a couple of examples of the in-class activity breaks. To find more activity breaks and other
classroom or school-wide opportunities, visit http://school.fueluptoplay60.com/home.php.
Examples of items you will find on the web resource above:

ABC’s for Fitness
Activity Bursts in the Classroom (ABC’s) for Fitness is a guide that goes through the steps of
implementing activity breaks in the classroom. This guide will help you find the right layout for
the classroom to allow for plenty of space. There are several visual examples of proper
stretches for students to do before and/or after the activity burst. The guide also has several
activity bursts that are relatable to grade appropriate curriculum. If you are interested in
developing your own activity bursts, there is a section on the components of an activity burst
and planning activity bursts. The activity bursts that are available in this guide are geared
towards students in grades K-5. Each activity lists the grade level, if there are any materials
needed and how students should be arranged in the classroom. See below for an example:

ABC's for Fitness can be found at:

www.davidkatzmd.com/docs/ABCManual.pdf

Adventure to Fitness
Adventure to Fitness is a collection of videos, games and activities available online. Adventure
to Fitness videos take students through a number of adventurous journeys ranging from an
Expedition in Egypt to at time travel back to the Dinosaur days. These videos can lead students
on an exciting adventure while increasing their physical activity minutes and helping them get
back on track in the classroom. To sign up for free access to Adventure to Fitness videos, games
and activities, go to http://adventuretofitness.com/
This is a free resource but you must sign up to gain access to the materials on the website.

EverActiveSchool.org

EverActive Schools has a variety of resources for physical activity, nutrition and health
education. Ever Active promotes the creation of environments that support healthy food
choices and active schools. Under the ‘Teacher Resources’ tab, there are curriculum support for
grades K-9 in Health & Life Skills and Physical Activity. There is also a Handbook available
online for grades 1-9 for physical activity in different spaces. Here is a link to physical activity
in classrooms and small spaces, http://education.alberta.ca/media/318467/dpa3.pdf
Below is an example of one the activities available in the handbook.

The handbook has numerous ideas and resources for active and healthy school environments.
Please visit,
http://education.alberta.ca/teachers/program/pe/resources/dpahandbook.aspx.

YouTube
YouTube.com has many videos that teachers are already using in their classrooms. These
videos are an easy and fun way for teachers to incorporate brain breaks in their classroom. To
make the videos accessible, download them to your desktop and when you are ready for a
break you can just click the icon. The following videos are currently being suggested to use by
other classroom teachers. Students simply follow along with the leader in the video. Ready, set,
DANCE!
Get the Sillies Out

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m2lJTVGq-kI

The Sid Shuffle

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uMuJxd2Gpxo

The Gummy Bear Song

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5hn61z3FlMQ

GoNoodle: (VERY COOL! Computer based games and classroom activities that could be
done during indoor recess or for classroom rewards)
GoNoodle.com is a collection of short, interactive video brain breaks. GoNoodle brain breaks help
energize and motivate your classroom. GoNoodle.com offers brain breaks for every part of the day.
Calm the classroom or energize your students depending on the time of the day. Your students earn
minutes playing brain breaks and grow their classroom Champ. Please visit, www.gonoodle.com to
start using the video resources. This re-source is free but you must sign up to gain access to the
videos.

CircusFit:

(Computer based activity games that could be used for indoor recess or as classroom rewards. )
The CircusFit Program is structured as five learning Modules. Use the Modules sequentially, or pick and
choose the individual Lessons and complementary interactive video- and print-stimulated activities that fit
your schedule. CircusFit Lessons combine educational health and science information with physical
movement and exercise so that you can integrate fitness into almost any curriculum or time frame. Each
Lesson also features a CircusFit character and “Word of the Day,” allowing you to incorporate character
education and vocabulary building with fitness development.

Book Resource
Spark: The Revolutionary New Science of Exercise and the Brain. By, John Ratey

Becoming an Active Classroom Can Be Easy
Introducing physical activity breaks into your classroom does not need to be hard or time
consuming. There are several resources available to use and they only take a few minutes.
There are a variety of videos available online for free to use in the classroom if you are not
comfortable leading the activity bursts. Physical activity will improve behavior, increase focus
and allow you to spend more time teaching and less time disciplining misbehaved students. For
more information on how to become an Active Classroom or an Active School, check out the
Active Schools Toolkit at http://sspw.dpi.wi.gov/files/sspw/pdf/pasastoolkit.pdf.
Listed resources were provided by Healthy Roots of Crawford County, Richland FIT and theTransform WI project.

